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Supplee A
lmost-eleven-year-old Josephine 

is NOT pleased to be moving into 

the Happy World trailer park over 

the summer of 1974. She misses her 

beautiful bedroom with ballerinas on 

the wall and her pretty, well-dressed 

friends. Happy World isn’t happy. It’s 

dingy and depressing! Nothing like the 

world that headstrong Josephine wants 

for herself. 

But when Josephine learns that her 

would-be next-door neighbor in Happy 

World was kidnapped months ago, she 

develops a begrudging interest in her 

new home. A kidnapping is exciting—

and all signs point to Josephine being 

meant to find ten-year-old Molly. 

Despite her efforts to stay detached, 

Josephine is drawn to investigate Molly’s 

disappearance with help from the 

eccentric folks living in Happy World. 

It turns out the rough edges of her 

community are softer and sweeter than 

they first seemed. And the unexpected 

friendships she forms might be more 

precious than anything she has ever 

owned. . . .

An indomitable heroine, larger-than-

life characters, and a captivating mystery 

propel this beautiful, bursting-with-heart 

read.
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Sweetness All Around
by Suzanne Supplee

ABOUT THE BOOK

An indomitable heroine who believes she 
is destined to find her kidnapped neighbor 
leads this warm, big-hearted story with irre-
sistible characters and a captivating mystery.

Almost-eleven-year-old Josephine is NOT pleased to be moving into the Happy World trailer park over 
the summer of 1974. Happy World isn’t happy. It’s dingy and depressing! Nothing like the world that head-
strong Josephine wants for herself. But when Josephine learns that her would-be next-door neighbor in 
Happy World was kidnapped months ago, she develops a begrudging interest in her new home. Despite 
her efforts to stay detached, Josephine investigates Molly’s disappearance with help from the eccentric cast 
of characters living in Happy World. It turns out the rough edges of her community are softer and sweeter 
than they first seemed. And the unexpected friendships she forms might be more precious than anything 
she’s ever owned.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
• Discuss the meaning of the quote by John

Wesley that the author uses at the beginning
of the novel. Explain how the quote summa-
rizes the central theme of the story. What
does “This,” the title of the first chapter, mean?
How is “Light” an appropriate title for the last
chapter?

• Describe Happy World Trailer Park. What is 
Josephine’s view of the park and its residents?
Why did Josephine and her mother have to 
vacate their apartment? Contrast her room in 
#13, their trailer, with her previous room. How 
is life in the trailer a hardship on her mother 
and her business? Discuss why Jo thinks that 
Happy World is a tragic place. How does her 
opinion of the trailer park change by the end 
of the novel?
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• In what ways is Penny Willoughby, Jo’s
mother, a good mother? What are the
best lessons about life that she teaches Jo?
Josephine doesn’t know much about her
father.  Explain what she means when she
says she mostly remembered “the bread
crumbs he’s left” (p. 23).

• Josephine explores the trailer park and
discovers Lisa Marie, a girl her age. What
is Jo’s first impression of Lisa Marie? Point
out times in the novel that Jo is rude to
Lisa Marie.  How does Penny Willoughby
try to help her daughter understand Lisa
Marie’s behavior? Jo’s mother is very
kind to Lisa Marie. How does this make
Josephine jealous? At what point do Jo and
Lisa Marie become true friends?

• How does Josephine learn about the
disappearance of Molly Quiver? Explain
why Helen-Dove, Molly’s mother, gives
Josephine her daughter’s Tiger Paws tennis
shoes. Discuss Jo’s obsession with finding
Molly. Explain what Jo means when she
says, “It was a strange feeling to have some-
body else’s sad crawling on you” (p. 69).

• Helen-Dove says that Ray, her ex-hus-
band, and Raylene, her ex-mother-in-law,
abducted Molly. Define exploit. How are
Ray and Raylene exploiting Molly? How
have they managed to stay one step ahead
of the law? At what point does Helen-Dove
reveal her own criminal past? Discuss Penny 
Willoughby’s reaction to this news.

• How is Jo sure that Molly wants to come
home? Identify the clues that Josephine
uses to identify Molly’s whereabouts. How
does she convince her mom that they need
to travel to Pickersgill, Alabama, to find
her? Discuss how all the residents of the
trailer park pitch in to help. Explain what
Helen-Dove means when she says, “This
[Pickersgill] is a place you try to forget,
not remember” (p. 215). How is it unlikely
that Josephine, Lisa Marie, and Molly will
forget this place?

• What does Miss Lake, Josephine’s teacher,
mean when she asked her students if they
needed “clarification”? Discuss the hurdles
Jo must jump before she finds “clarification.”
At what point does she find it? What other
characters in the book find “clarification”?

• Josephine is a good storyteller and writ-
er. Miss Lake taught her that “stories had
surface meanings and deeper meanings”
(p. 112). Identify the surface and deeper
meanings in the novel.
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